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As video conferencing (VC) has become necessary for many professional, educational, and social tasks, people who are d/Deaf
and hard of hearing (DHH) face distinct accessibility barriers. We conducted studies to understand the challenges faced by
DHH people during VCs and found that they struggled to easily present or communicate effectively due to accessibility
limitations of VC platforms. These limitations include the lack of tools for DHH speakers to discreetly communicate their
accommodation needs to the group. Based on these findings, we prototyped a suite of tools, called Erato that enables DHH
speakers to be aware of their performance while speaking and remind participants of proper etiquette. We evaluated Erato
by running a mock classroom case study over VC for three sessions. All participants felt more confident in their speaking
ability and paid closer attention to making the classroom more inclusive while using our tool. We share implications of these
results for the design of VC interfaces and human-the-the-loop assistive systems that can support users who are DHH to
communicate effectively and advocate for their accessibility needs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent studies indicate that hearing ability correlates with employment success for the 20% of adults in the USA
who are Deaf or Hard of Hearing (DHH) [9]. People who are DHH are employed at a rate 38% less than their peers
who are non-DHH with comparable experience and education. Furthermore, employees who are DHH receive
34% lower salaries and wages on average compared to their non-DHH coworkers [40]. Previous investigations
have illuminated a crucial element behind these inequities: effective communication in small-groups is vital to
the success of employees with DHH [1, 31] and employees with DHH often struggle when communicating with
their peers who are not DHH in professional environments [23]. Communication difficulties in small-groups
for people with DHH extend beyond the workplace, including classrooms [44], brain-storming [12], and social
engagements [32].
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In recent years, many of these small-group professionals and educational activities have moved online to
remote video conferencing (VC) platforms such as Teams, Meet, and Zoom [22]. Prior research has investigated
how to communicate to participants who are DHH on VC platforms such as improved captioning and support
for signers [26, 34]. Little work, however, has investigated how systems can be designed to support speakers
or presenters who are DHH and verbal. Recent commercial and research tools [1] have explored the use of
automation to provide real-time support for VC presenters or feedback for presenters during rehearsal [9, 21].
However, the extent to which these tools are effective at supporting presenters who are d/DHH during real-time
VC presentations or during other activities which require small-group communication with mixed-ability groups
is an open question.

In this paper, we explore the design of enhancements for VC platforms to better support people who are DHH
while presenting or speaking in small group discussions. We first conducted a formative fly-on-the-wall study to
examine the accessibility limitations of current VC platforms to support presenters who are DHH. We found
DHH participants prefer to conduct a variety of tasks on VC platforms versus in-person spaces because they
allow for the use of captions, recordings, and other tools that help them understand the discussion material.
However, we also discovered that supporting participants in VC spaces who are DHH and wish to speak still face
various difficulties including discreetly communicating and enforcing their accommodation needs, regulating
their own speech speed and volume, as well as regulating the speech speed and volume of other presenters. In
addition, we found that VC meeting hosts often are unaware of the accommodation needs of participants who
are DHH during small-group VC discussions.

To address these limitations, we prototyped Erato, a suite of tools to support inclusive video-based communica-
tion collected into a Chrome Extension. Erato employs a data-driven approach to provide real-time feedback for
speakers who are DHH during VC sessions, as well as a socio-technical support system to allow participants who
are DHH in VC discussions to discreetly express and remind participants of their accommodation needs. Our
system also provides a subset of tools for meeting hosts to provide at-a-glance updates on the participation of VC
discussion members, as well as methods to intervene and make the VC session more inclusive. We deployed Erato
in a three-session longitudinal case study examining both DHH and non-DHH participant behaviors over time
and validity across common tasks conducted on VC platforms. The principle contributions of this work include:

• A series of design considerations for supporting DHH speakers in VC environments informed by synthesiz-
ing the results of prior work as well as our formative surveys, interviews, and formative studies of current
VC platform’s accessibility limitations.

• The design and implementation of a suit of tools, called Erato, providing data-driven socio-technical support
for presenters who are DHH.

• A longitudinal case study evaluation of Erato which showed that inclusive VC system etiquette could
be quickly learned by participants and maintained across sessions, improving the accessibility of these
systems.

We found that anonymously communicating accommodation needs were embraced by DHH and non-DHH
participants alike, and that accommodation requests for etiquette behaviors were easily incorporated into the
communication habits of all participants. Furthermore, these behaviors carried over across sessions with little
enforcement or reminder required on behalf of the participants. In addition, speaking tools were not only used
by speakers with DHH to visualize the rate and volume of their speech, but these same tools could also be used
to communicate anonymously to other participants how best to speak for optimal caption performance and
lip-reading efficacy. We also discovered how these tools could be applied to not only mitigate inequities of other
disabilities, but also the discrimination experienced in VCs by other minorities including women, queer people,
and people of color.
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2 RELATED WORK
Our research intersects with many existing bodies of interdisciplinary literature including assistive technologies
(2.1), video conferencing accessibility tools (2.2), and explorations of accessibility support for presenters in video
conferences (2.3).

2.1 Audio-Based Assistive Communication Technologies
Significant prior research has investigated how technology can be designed to support people with disabilities
in a variety of tasks, as well as how technology itself can be designed to be more inclusive and accessible [7].
A common approach of these assistive technologies is to substitute one sense for another, such as replicating
the experience of sound using haptic feedback. For example, Davis et al. use haptic and audio feedback to guide
people with disabilities in prototyping hardware computing circuits [18]. Ubiquitous computing and wearable
technologies have also been developed to broaden types and combinations of feedback that can be supported in
assistive devices [24] [14]. Other approaches explore using smartphone displays to communicate non-speech
sounds because these ambient sounds provide safety, social, and critical environmental information [40] [42].
Similarly, Goodman et al. use smartwatches to evaluate ambient environmental sounds and provide visual and
tactile feedback to users who are DHH [23].
Work investigating sound quality and how it can be effectively represented as captions or communicated

using multimodal approaches is a vibrant, active field of continuing research. Differentiation of individual sounds
from the surrounding environment to amplify the volume of crucial sounds has been explored [12] as well
as communicating sound isolation using captions or tactile approaches [36] [10] [27] [31] [30] [54]. Dynamic
captions that adapt to the user’s field of view have been developed by analyzing eye movement and gazing
patterns [10]. Similarly, gaze-adaptive captions are re-positioned based on the viewer’s gaze and the objects
present on the screen [31]. Information-rich subtitles have also been explored which color code voice volume
and speech information to help illustrate the mood/tone of the speaker [27]. Automated speech recognition
(ASR) captions used ASR technologies to generate captions for online videos in near-real time [36] [54]. Besides
providing captions for English, captions for American Sign Language (ASL) have also been proposed [49]. Other
projects propose improving the reliability of captions by communicating the ASR systems confidence in it’s
own captioning [6]. Often in VC sessions, users who are DHH will be accompanied by an ASL interpreter to
help facilitate communication. Seita explored placement of the interpreters’ window at the bottom of the screen
in VC sessions, similar to where traditional captions would be displayed [51]. Other work has explored the
social implications of incorporating interpreters into social software systems [37]. Automating the role of an
ASL interpreter is also an active area of research. Elliot et al. explore the affordances of commodity smartphone
technologies with their prototype app to accomplish smooth communication between a DHH ASL user and a
non-DHH user unfamiliar with ASL [21]. Mixed reality (MR) and virtual reality (VR) methods have been proposed
which insert visual cues (highlights on the speaker’s table or augmenting the field of view with visual queues)
to indicate the current speaker [22]. Head-mounted display (HMD) technologies have also been developed to
project an augmented reality (AR) sign language interpreter just outside the view of the user while they are
watching a television program to provide automated ASL communication [57]. AR glasses or smart glasses have
also been explored to produce real-time captions for users who are DHH [29] [45]. Other approaches employ
novel display interfaces to bridge accessibility communication gaps [15]. Kushalnagar et al. employed projectors
to directly display real-time captions on top of the current speaker’s head in a classroom environment [30]. Other
approaches investigate how to use smart-glasses or projectors that insert captions beside the presenter [47] [33],
or provide support for people who are not-DHH to communicate using ASL [25].
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2.2 Video Conferencing Accessibility Tools
Video Conferencing has recently seen a broad expansion in everyday use-cases ranging from classroom, seminars,
panels, corporate meetings, and casual social interactions [17]. This is especially prescient following the COVID-19
outbreak of early 2020, where numerous daily activities hastily moved to VC platforms [32] [20] [39]. As a result,
systems expanding the capabilities of video conferencing have emerged. CLIO, for example, incorporates gesture
detection and voice commands to enable a presenter to manipulate on-screen media and text [16]. In addition,
many accessibility limitations of VC platforms have been documented, such as the importance of users who are
DHH to see the full body and face of the presenters [32], to have fewer visual distractions during the session
to mitigate cognitive load [39], the extent and limitations of incorporating automated alt-text generation [35],
and to have access to reliable and rich captions [20] or interpreters when using ASL [32]. Many techniques have
been proposed to address these accessibility concerns, including tools which use machine vision to optimize the
furniture arrangement and body placements of users so their bodies and faces can be clearly seen [32] . To reduce
the heavy cognitive workload of users who are DHH, researchers have explored consolidating points of interest
in VCs to minimize visual distraction [43] [3] [11] [9]. Virtual classrooms and e-learning systems have also been
proposed for their ability to bridge accessibility needs by leveraging the interaction capabilities of VR [13] [19].
Other approaches propose visually augmenting VCs, to reduce cognitive overload problem that originates from
shifting attention between stimuli [44]. Other techniques explore how users with DHH can effectively insert
their ASL interpreter into the meeting [50] or allow human-in-the-loop approaches to improve ASR and captions
[5] [6].
VC systems have a unique set of challenges to overcome regarding cognitive overload due to the breadth of

visual stimuli common to VC platforms [46]. Also, new difficulties are introduced such as people with DHH
being unable to read lips when participants have their cameras turned off or the system automatically hides
the person speaking [56]). Significant prior literature documents these concerns and proposes guidelines for
etiquette which could make VC activities more inclusive for people who are DHH [46] [49] [8] [34] [2] [58] [56]
[52] [39]. Kushalagar et al. suggest that the participants help themselves by designating a person to monitor the
chatbox and read it when someone sends something or turns on video only under specific conditions [34]. After
conducting a meta-analysis of current literature, Bouzid et al. suggest improving the accessibility by focusing
on orienting the camera towards the face, normalizing the incorporation of ASL translators, and redesigning
the visual interface [8]. This work also highlights common pain-points engaging accessibility features, such as
poor internet bandwidth or the cognitive overload of text-sparse media. Vogler et al. on the other hand, suggest
improving accessibility by standardizing software and hardware protocols that account for specific needs [58].

2.3 Accessibility Support for Video Conferencing Presenters
While prior work has explored making video conferencing more accessible for people with DHH, it focuses
exclusively on making VC platforms more usable by people with DHH as audience members, and not as speakers,
presenters, or session hosts. Prior work explores dynamics in mixed-ability VC enviornments [38]. Other prelimi-
nary work focuses on those fluent with ASL or with access to an interpreter [50] [53] [48] [41]. Most closely
related to our interests are works which consider supporting presenters, hosts, and speakers who are DHH who
might not have access to interpreters, nor be fluent in ASL. The work of Rusnák et al. suggests adding features such
as “raise hands/give floor” functions in their VC prototype so that the requests from the audience could be spotted
easily by speakers who are DHH [50]. Similarly, CollabAll allows participants to suggest classroom etiquette
violations and politely interrupt the instructor for any needs [48]. Seita et al. remotely co-designed accessible
features for VCs and found that notifications system influences speaking behaviour and suggest providing options
for communication modalities and prioritizing DHH participants’ communication preferences [53]. Prior research
also indicates that automated detection tools and notification mechanisms significantly regulate presenters’
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behaviour. McDonnell et al. suggest that information-rich captions enabled by adding automatic tools checking
speech rate and volume positively impacted the communication of both DHH and non-DHH users during VC
sessions [41].
These prior works suggest that VC platforms could provide significant support for people who are DHH

speaking and presenting information during a session. In this work, we survey current tools and commercial
products for accessibility features, and collect relevant features into a single source [58], we consolidate visual
stimuli [46] and provide data to session hosts to allow them to make decisions regrading the accessibility of their
session [22] aiming for a decrease in cognitive load [32] [2] [8]. In addition, we co-design new tools to provide
means to remind session participants of inclusive etiquette [56] and enable session participants to produce their
own accessibility accommodation guidelines according to the needs of the group members. Finally, with these
tools consolidated into a single suite we are able to produce rich qualitative insights into their effectiveness and
usability by people who are DHH in a usability study.

3 FORMATIVE STUDY
To understand how current VC platforms support the needs of participants who are DHH, we designed a study
consisting of surveys, semi-structured interviews, and a fly-on-the-wall observational use-case study. While
prior work provided motivation for the problem space, we wanted to better understand of the nuances of
the actions and behaviors around pre-existing tools and elucidate actionable problems and decided to use an
observational approach [55]. Our investigation probes general pain-points and benefits of VC platforms for DHH
users, compares accessibility features available in current commercial platforms, how these platforms mediate
and affect communication for mixed-ability groups, and how experiences using VCs change between contexts for
DHH people. We chose to include non-DHH participants and mixed-ability populations in our formative study to
mimic the mixed abilities conditions common to real world VC use.

3.1 Participants
Of the 26 responses to our survey, 14 self-identified as having one or more disabilities, 7 of which self-identified
as DHH. Respondents ranged in age from 18 - 44 with a median age of 26. We interviewed all 14 respondents
who self-reported having a disability and experience with at least one VC platform. Of these, 7 identified as
cisgender men, 5 identified as cisgender women, 1 identified as two-spirit, 1 identified as demi-male. The 4 of the
7 interviewees who disclosed they are DHH also reported having additional disabilities; ADHD, Autism Spectrum
Disorders (ASD), and visual difficulties. Participants occupations were mostly students (71%) with 14% reporting
they worked in education, 7% worked in other fields, and 7% reported being unemployed. Participants for our
mock-classroom study were chosen based upon their experience in remote classrooms conducted via VCs. Our
instructor was an experienced educator who was invited based upon their expertise in teaching as well as their
experience teaching both physical and remote classrooms via VCs with mixed-ability student populations.The
inclusion criteria for the interview was based on participants’ previous experience using VCs with disabilities
for a variety of use-cases. All DHH participants with disabilities were interviewed and DHH participants who
had previous experience in both VC and physical meeting spaces were prioritized for the live study. Non-DHH
participants were also included in our survey/interviews because we wanted to understand more broadly how
VC systems could be made more inclusive and accessible, and many of the respondents self-reported disabilities
other than DHH. In addition, we chose non-DHH participants for inclusion in our formative study who had
prior experience with both VC and physical meeting environments, and we selected an event mix of participants
who had prior experience in mixed-ability spaces and those who did not. A table detailing characteristics and
demographics of participants included in the live study can be seen in Table 1 and a full table of characteristics
for all participants included in the survey and interview study can be found in Appendix B.
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Table 1. Participant table for members selected from survey and interview participants for the mock-classroom formative
study. Participant noted with a * symbol indicates that this person served as the session host for the study. Fields noted as
N/A indicate participant declined to answer this survey question. Full table of participant characteristics included in Survey
and Interview portions of the study can be found in Appendix B.

Self-Described Disability Age Gender Identity Occupation
FP1 Progressive hearing loss 20 Cis-Man Student
FP2 ADHD 21 Demi-Male Student
FP2 ASD 26 Cis-Woman Student
FP4 * None N/A Cis-Woman University Instructor
FP5 bilateral hard of hearing

since birth, low vision
36 Cis-Man Student

3.2 Methodologies and Procedure
Prior to participation in any portion of the study, participants were provided informed consent to participate
as stipulated by our institutions IRB, including participants’ rights to refuse participation in any portion of the
study that made them uncomfortable, or quit participation in the study at any time. In addition, participants
were informed that their identity would be provided anonymity in any subsequent publication resulting from the
study, and any quotes would be attributed to a moniker such as P1, P2, etc. The process of informed consent was
completed at each portion of the study, with an option to leave the study and remove their data from the collection
at any time. We distributed a survey online through social media as well as in partnership with the Accessibility
Accommodation Office at our institution. Respondents were asked 7 demographic questions including optional
disclosure of any self-described disabilities, 12 short answer questions on their previous experience using VCs
including contexts, use cases, and general impressions, followed by 15 Likert scale questions. From the collected
responses to our survey we selected 14 participants (7 who self-identified as DHH) for follow-up semi-structured
interviews to further expand on responses to the survey. Each interview lasted approximately 60 minutes. All
interviews were recorded and transcribed for research purposes except for 4 participants who declined to be
recorded. In these cases, hand-written notes were taken of the conversation.

We selected the use-case of a remote classroom experience as it was suggested by themajority of our participants
(88%) as a real-world context in the survey feedback. The strong prevalence of this suggested use-case likely
occurred as 85% of the survey participants indicated that they were students or working in education. We
recruited from both online forums as well as working in coordination with our institutions Office of Accessibility,
which would account for the strong student and education demographic presence. Given the deep participant
familiarity with the remote classroom context, it was suitable as an environment for our observational study.
5 participants (1 non-DHH instructor, 2 DHH students, and 2 non-DHH students) were selected from our
interviewees. Each participant was assigned a short reading (less than 2 pages) from a text on psychology, and
asked to present a 3-5 minute summary of the paper contents followed by 3 questions to lead a group discussion
on the presentation content. On the day of the study, our instructor facilitated each participant presenting
their summary, followed by the presenter leading a discussion based on their presentation with the whole
group. After each speaker we distributed a questionnaire asking each participant questions regarding their social
experience during the presentation and discussion. Researchers turned their camera and microphones off for the
duration of the presentation, observing, taking notes, and posting links to appropriate questionnaires following
each presentation. After the final presentation, participants answered a final questionnaire and completed an
exit interview with our research team. During exit interviews, researchers discussed questionnaire feedback
and observations with the participant, clarifying and elaborating as needed. Exit interviews were scheduled
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individually based upon participant availability. Interviews were conducted by 3 members of the research team
who also performed analysis of the qualitative data together following the conclusion of the interview process.
The live VC study took 60 minutes to conduct and the exit interviews each took between 15 and 60 minutes.

3.3 Analysis
Both the survey responses and interview transcriptions were coded for common themes and recurring pain-points
mentioned by participants using a grounded methodology. Interviews were conducted by 3 researchers who,
after concluding all interviews, gathered to perform a cursory analysis of the data and collect a base set of codes
from the qualitative results. From these base codes, intermediate codes were agglomerated from these initial
codings by consensus from the 3 researchers. For example, intermediate codes included social awkwardness,
feature limitations, feature preferences, and socio-technical dynamics. We then recruited interested respondents
for a fly-on-the-wall use-case study to better understand the social dynamics and mental model arising from
mixed-ability VC systems. We also collected accessibility support feature preferences and pain points for 3
common VC platforms through our surveys and interviews, extracting common patterns of tension reported by
our participants and looked for evidence of these limitations in VC systems. We make special note of whether or
not each tool is hidden behind a paywall given the financial inaccessibility findings reported by respondents.
Complete findings can be seen in Appendix A.

3.4 Findings
3.4.1 Physical vs VC Spaces. Participants expressed that they preferred VC platforms to physical spaces for
lecture-based classroom activities for several reasons. First, VC platforms allow the use of captions which reduce
reliance on lip reading for communication. In addition, since VC platforms are video-based, they could be recorded
and watched again later in case the student missed part of the lecture due to volume or lip-reading difficulties.
The ability to adjust volume was also valued by participants since it provided an aural control affordance not
possible in physical spaces. For students who rely on lip-reading, VC platforms encourage participants to face the
camera and due to the form factor of most laptops, cameras used in VC communication are generally positioned
towards the face. The positioning of the camera increases the likelihood that participants who are DHH will be
able to clearly see the face and lips of the speaker, thus reducing the difficulty of lip reading that might result from
physical spaces. For these reasons, all participants who are DHH prefer the use of VC platforms over physical
spaces for lecture-based classroom activities.

3.4.2 Pain Points. A key pain point of current VC systems is the lack of a robust system for instantiating
accessibility accommodation requests during the session. VC platforms lack a method for people who are DHH to
request and have their accessibility needs met by a host or other session members. Participants reported that they
have to publicly request that their accessibility needs be met, which is embarrassing and uncomfortable, often
resulting in participants fore-going any accommodation at all. Our expert instructor corroborated this result,
detailing how they would try to accommodate as many requests as possible, especially if a student contacted them
in advance, but often these requests would get “buried in email and I wouldn’t be able to read them in time” (FP4).
Furthermore, since remote VC platforms were so rapidly adopted during 2020, common practices for making
discussion sessions accessible are still not widely known or enforced as expected social etiquette.
While VC platforms were generally preferred for lecture-based classroom activities, several pain points still

arose when discussion-based, brainstorming or activities requiring multiple participants to speak took place
via remote VC. Participants reported that monitoring the "text chat and captions simultaneously was exhausting"
(FP5), and resulted in students with DHH often having to "re-watch the lecture several times to account for the parts
of discussion [they] missed while reviewing chat in the text box" (FP1). Volume and speech rate also varied from
person to person in VC based discussions, and controlling the volume for each individual user is significantly
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taxing. When speaking themselves, participants with DHH expressed anxiety around their own volume level
or speech speed while speaking, indicating a mode of communication regarding oral speech parameters was
missing from current VC tool suits. Insecurities around speaking were a common theme among all participants
with DHH, expressing that the usual anxieties of public speaking are compounded by difficulties hearing yourself
speak.

The instructor also expressed a need for several tools which would help them better facilitate VC sessions. Data
regarding who had spoken most recently, how much session participants had spoken, or who hadn’t spoken at
all, were indicated as data that would be valuable to the instructor in ensuring their VC classroom was inclusive
and accessible. Reminders to record or turn on captions at the beginning of the session was also expressed as a
valuable feature for the instructor, since these are tools which are available but often go unused. Finally, despite
the presence of many accessibility tools such as captioning and video recording/transcription already being
commonly included in commercial VC platforms, many of these tools are hidden behind a pay-wall. This creates
a barrier of financial inaccessibility, and even when these tools are not hidden behind a pay-wall, many educators
and meeting hosts are unaware that accessibility features exist, or the crucial role these tools play in making VC
platforms usable by all people.

3.5 Design Goals
Our formative study results along with insights from prior work indicate that the limitations in accessibility
evident in VC platforms extends beyond applicability to the classroom use-case explored in our study. Developing
additional tools to complement built-in VC capabilities is necessary to support speakers who are DHH, provide
necessary data to VC meeting hosts to ensure that their sessions are accessible and inclusive, as well as alter the
etiquette of VC sessions to be inclusive in a variety of contexts. Based on the above findings from our formative
studies, we synthesize a series of design goals to guide the development of our tool suite and subsequent research.

• G1. Facilitate communication of accessibility accommodation needs, and support reminders of these needs
sufficient to alter behavior and instate common accessible and inclusive etiquette.

• G2. Support speakers in VC sessions who are DHH by providing real-time data-driven feedback.
• G3. Provide meeting hosts with data-driven tools to inform their instruction of the class and ensure the
space remains inclusive.

• G4. Evaluate the accessibility and usability of speech support tools and explore how these tools can be
complemented or improved to better meet the needs of end-users who are DHH.

4 ERATO
To address the above considerations, we designed and implemented Erato, a chrome extension for improving
inclusiveness in VCs by connecting participants and hosts for accessibility needs of DHH participants and
enabling self-improvement with automated tools. Erato is a Chrome Extension that can be installed on a Chrome
Browser with version 88 and up. There are two roles when using the software: a participant role and a session
host role, each with a set of fundamental features intended to expand the inclusiveness of the VC session. Features
incorporated into Erato were agglomerated from multiple sources to create a complete suite of tools for evaluating
effectiveness of their support for speakers who are DHH (See G4 in Section 3.4). These sources include tools
present in commercial software and state-of-the-art research (which we recreated using prior literature) as well
as open source tools. The remaining tools are novel and prototyped according to feedback received during our
formative study.
We group Erato’s features into three groups following our design goals mentioned in Section 3.4 (where

appropriate, we include the source of each tool in the description below): accessibility accommodation requests
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and etiquette guide in Figure 1 (G1), speaker support features in Figure 2 (G2), and host exclusive features in
Figure 3 (G3).

4.1 Accessibility Accommodation Requests/Etiquette Guide
Erato’s Accessibility Accommodation Requests/Etiquette Guide establishes a channel of communication
for meeting hosts and participants intended to communally practice and re-enforce accessibility accommoda-
tion requests. The etiquette guide functions on the principle of nudges and persistent reminders by bring the
accommodation requests to everyone’s attention [4]. Using the anonymous accommodation request interface,
participants and the host are able to submit personalized accessibility accommodation requests at any time during
the meeting. The requests that participants and hosts enter are anonymous to mitigate any potential hesitancy or
embarrassment that may result from making accommodation requests. To ensure the submitted requests are
respectful to every participant, practical for the needs of the meeting, and do not contain harmful language, they
are reviewed by the host before being presented to session participants. The host can approve, delete, or archive
incoming accommodation requests using the host accommodation interface. Approving a request by the session
hosts adds the accommodation request to the etiquette guide, visible to all participants. Any requests deleted
from the request log by the host are removed from the system. This is intended to prevent trolling or abuse of the
system. Along with this presentation, all participants and hosts will receive a one-time notification at the top of
the extension to bring this request to the group’s attention.
To maintain adherence to the approved accessibility accommodations comprising the etiquette guide, Erato

supports a communal reinforcement notification system. Whenever a participant or host want to bring attention
or remind the session of a particular request, they are encouraged to use the “bell” (report) button to remind
session participants of the importance of following the accessibility accommodation request. The Erato system
stores the number of incident reports (i.e. report button clicks) for each accessibility accommodation, and adjusts
system behavior to subtly emphasize adherence to accessibility requests with a higher rate of incident report.
Once a report button has been clicked, a slide-in notification reminds all session participants of the corresponding
accommodation. If multiple accommodation requites are present in the etiquette guide, Erato orders them from
most reported to least. The guide is also color coded according to which etiquette items have been reported most
recently. Items reported within the past 5 minutes are colored red, with opacity of the red coloring increasing
with each subsequent report triggered within a 5 minute interval. This red background opacity decreases for each
minute after a 5 minute interval without subsequent report button clicks, returning to white after after 15 have
elapsed without report. The report feature is also anonymous as the person reporting the violation is not named
in notifications, nor is their request stored by the system in any way. It is also worth noting that this notification
is not sent to a specific participant, which not only underlines the requests to all participants but also reduces the
pressure on any member of the session not directly adhering to the accommodation request.

All approved accommodation requests are stored in the Accessible Accommodation sections until the database is
flushed. This forms a small etiquette guide for a subsequent series of meetings and relieves repetitive submission
of the request whenever the meeting begins. The requests are stored in order of the report count with the
consideration of the time: the request will be ranked higher if it has a large number of people reporting its
violation, and the request will be ranked higher if it is newly submitted when it has the same number of
report counts as its peers. The higher requests will show a darker red to emphasize their importance and catch
participants’ and hosts’ attention. The combination of accommodation requests and reminder system is intended
to encourage communal reinforcement of accessible session etiquette.
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Host View

Participant View

Fig. 1. Overview of Erato Accessibility Accommodation Tools: (A) Participants and hosts submit anonymous requests in the
text input. (B) Submitted requests are listed for the host to approve or reject. (C) Buttons allowing hosts to approve or reject
submitted requests. (D) Approved requests are listed for all participants. (E) Participants and hosts can report a violation of
the request, the number next to the bell indicates the count of violations reported by participants during the session. (F)
Recently approved requests and reported etiquette violations will appear as separate notifications in the Notification Center.

4.2 Speaker Support Features
In addition to the etiquette guide and behavior reinforcement system, session participants are provided a collection
of tools to encourage the inclusiveness of meeting sessions and to assist with their speaking. Session participants
can check their real-time spoken volume, monitor their speech speed throughout the session, and listen to their
voice using direct audio playback. The direct playback feature was specified as a common need by P3 of our
formative study because VC systems often make it difficult for people using hearing aids or cochlear implants to
hear themselves speak. The playback feature allows participants to play their own spoken audio through the aux
cable directly connected to their assistive devices.
Participants and hosts can monitor their real-time volume by glancing at the volume meter that has three

magnitudes: the green bar in the middle, which indicates the volume is comfortable for others to hear and the
two yellow bars on each side, which shows the volume is too soft or too loud. Similarly, a speech speed meter
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Fig. 2. Additional Participants’ and Hosts’ Features (A) Participants and hosts can monitor their spoken volume by glancing
at the textual feedback and speech volume meter. Numerical measurement of speech volume also displayed for transparency.
(B) Buttons to provide direct feedback to speaker regarding spoken volume. (C) Playback participant’s or host’s voice into
headphones. (D) Push a one-time message into all participants and hosts’ notification center. (E) Participants and hosts can
monitor their speech rate by glancing at the textual feedback. Numerical measurement of speech speed also displayed for
transparency. (F) Buttons to provide direct feedback to speaker regarding speech speed. (G) Notifications are displayed in the
notification center.

is located adjacent to the volume meter and provides similar feedback to the volume meter. The speech volume
and speed recognition systems use Mozilla speech recognition API to measure the number of words spoken in a
sentence divided by the total time spoken, producing an approximate calculation of the average words spoken
per minute. We filter out sentences that have few words or take a short time to speak to eliminate detection of
filler words and sounds. A separate notification is sent by they system if a substantial number of filler words
are detected during a given session. Default values were informed by prior literature on ideal speech speed
and volume, as well as ranges employed by automated speech volume and speed feedback tools incorporated
into commercial products such as Microsoft Cameo for PowerPoint [53]. Speech volume and speed magnitude
ranges are adjusted when audience members use the speech speed and human volume buttons located below
each respective tool. Pressing the increase or decrease volume or speed buttons shifts the magnitude ranges in
the respective direction, allowing audience members to directly communicate impedance desires to the speaker.
This design is intended to provide a human-in-the-loop adjustment to the automated feedback tools, allowing
speakers to quickly and peripherally receive feedback on their speaking from the audience.

In addition to glancing at the meter, speakers can receive at-a-glance textual feedback on the top of this section
with the same colour code as the volume meter. Green indicates that they are speaking within the desired volume
and speed ranges and yellow indicates that the speaker may need to adjust their volume or speed. Participants and
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hosts can get more specific and accurate feedback by looking at the numerical value displayed on the volume and
speech meters. This numerical information is brief to avoid distracting the presenter, and is intended to provide
complete data transparency that could be useful for speech preparation. The color coding and magnitude design
choices are intended to reduce the cognitive load on the speaker, and provide needed information at-a-glance.
The Playback feature plays the audio recorded by the microphone synchronously into the participant or

host’s earphone. This feature was directly requested during the interviews of our formative study by a DHH
participant who indicated that using an audio cable directly plugged into their hearing assistive devices gave
them greater control over the ability to hear their own voice when speaking. Without such a feature, people using
hearing aids often unintentionally taper their volume due to difficulty recognizing their own spoken volume
levels. Participants in our formative study noted that they often used third-party software to mitigate this issue,
which often was not compatible with different VC systems. We include this feature within Erato to create a
seamless collection of tools for supporting speech in VCs.
Notification Center gathers all the notifications sent by the participants and hosts into a single centralized

location. Notifications are displayed in chronological order of their submission, and repeat message requests (e.g.
multiple etiquette reminders generated by clicking the "bell" button, or multiple human volume button clicks) are
filtered into a single notification to simplify the display and reduce cognitive load.

4.3 Host Exclusive Features
Erato also has features that are exclusive to the meeting host and provide the host with sufficient data to enable
their session to be as inclusive as possible. Some tools are toggles which can be requested by session participants,
but need to be triggered by the host. For example, triggering the Keep Text Chat to a Minimum toggle switch
will automatically input into the text box automated replies should participants send text chat in the text messages
field. This text message reminds the participant to keep their text chatting to a minimum and orally communicate
when appropriate. The automated response will only be visible to the message sender, encouraging the sender.
This feature was co-designed during our formative study by participants who were DHH and relied on speaker
captions during the session to remain informed of session activities. Participants reflected that the cognitive load
of reading both the captions and text messages was exhausting, and often resulted in the user becoming lost by
splitting their focus between the speech captions, which often disappeared within a few moments, and the text
message box. This tool is designed to mitigate cognitive load by giving session participants the opportunity to
focus on captioned speech, should they desire.
To complement this, session hosts are provided data-driven tools to inform their understanding of session

participant engagement and communication preferences. One panel indicates Are People Texting or Speaking
to give an intuitive idea of how much the voice or text chat is being employed during the current session. Erato
converts the text that participants and hosts typed in the In-Call Message into the number of words input, and
compared this to the number of words spoken by participants during the session. This data is reflected in a
pie chart to quickly provide the session host at-a-glance data regarding the communication modalities being
employed in the session.
Similarly, How Long Has Everyone Been Speaking, provides the instructor an intuitive understanding

of session participation by individual members of the session. Duration of participant speech is measured
and represented using a bar chart for quick comparison of participant activity. The length of the bar chart is
standardized by the participant who speaks the most, and visual adjustments are made accordingly. The dashboard
also indicates to the host the last three speakers who spoke, indicated by a green highlight. Bar chart order can
be ranked in ascending or descending order according to the needs and preferences of the host.
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Host Features Dashboard
Text Notification

Fig. 3. Host Exclusive Features: (A1) Toggle switch to discourage participants from using the text chat to communicate. Once
turned on, an automated text notification will appear in the chat display if Erato detects that participants are using the
text chat. (B) Participants and hosts are reminded every 40 seconds to turn on their closed captions unless Erato detects
that the participant or hast has captions turned on. (C) Hosts can monitor the amount of time each person has spoken
during the session, as well as see visual indicators in green of who has spoken most recently. (D) hosts can see the ratio of
communication occurring via voice or text usage in this pie chart.

5 CASE STUDY
We conducted a case study to understand the usability and accessibility of speech support tools comprising
Erato (See Design Goal G4 in Section 3.4). We also wanted to examine how these tools affect social dynamics in
3 common remote VC contexts with mixed-ability groups of people. Our goal was to understand what socio-
technical dynamics emerged by incorporating Erato into common VC contexts and how those differed from the
behaviors observed during our formative study. We used a longitudinal approach for our study to compare how
these dynamics and behaviors evolved over time and across contexts.

5.1 Participants
We recruited 12 participants for our study: 6 participants (3 DHH) participated in all 3 sessions while the other
6 participants (3 DHH) were incorporated in pairs for 1 session per pair. This way, each session comprised
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Table 2. Participant table for members selected for the Erato prototype case study where P Number indicates anonymized
participant number. Participant noted with a * symbol indicates that this person served as the session host for at least one
session of the study.

Self-Described Disability Age Gender Identity Occupation
P1 None 23 Cis-Woman Software Developer
P2 Deaf, Monovision 40 Cis-Man Student
P3 * None 32 Cis-Woman Illustrator and Teacher
P4 None 28 Cis-Man Student
P5 None 32 Cis-Man Vocalist
P6 * Progressive hearing loss 22 Cis-Man ESL Instructor
P7 * Bilateral hard of hearing, since birth 36 Cis-Woman Unemployed
P8 Deaf, Low vision/vision problems 57 Trans-Man Unemployed
P9 deaf/hard of hearing and chronic illness 24 Cis-Woman Retail
P10 ADHD/deaf 19 Trans-Woman Student
P11 None 24 Cis-Woman Software Engineer
P12 None 30 Gender queer Writer and English Instructor

8 participants (4 DHH), with 6 participating in all 3 sessions and 2 new members participating in only one
session. This was designed to mimic real-world conditions since new members joining group activities are
common in online VC contexts. All participants were compensated for their time. Participants were recruited by
a survey distributed online and through email in partnership with the Accessibility Accommodation Office of
our institution. Similar to the questionnaire of our formative study, this initial survey collected demographic
information as well as short-answer and Likert data regarding respondent previous experience using VCs. We
included 12 participants in a fly-on-the-wall case study based upon criteria pertaining to their experience with
VC platforms and mixed-ability groups. Specifically, participants who had extensive experience performing both
professional and social tasks on VC platforms were prioritized, especially those who were DHH. We intentionally
included non-DHH participants with a mixture of familiarity and experience working with mixed-ability groups.
Many non-DHH participants reported being completely unaware of the needs of DHH people, and were included
to evaluate how inexperienced participants interact with DHH participants while using the tool. We chose to
include DHH participants as well as non-DHH participants to mimic real world, mixed-abilities conditions,
observe how non-DHH participants responded to accommodation requests (especially those unaware of common
DHH needs and inclusive etiquette), and to evaluate any difficulties non-DHH folks may have when using the
system. DHH participants were prioritized in the selection and scheduling process and non-DHH participants
meeting the above criteria were included based upon their availability given the schedules of our DHH participants.
A full description of participant characteristics and demographics can be seen in Table 2.

5.2 Methodology
We followed the exact same procedure for informed consent as documented in our formative study in adherence
to the ethics policy provided by our institutions IRB (See Section 3). Each of the study’s 3 sessions took place
on a different day over the course of a week to reflect real-world conditions and provide information on how
behaviors changed over time. Tasks were chosen based on their common prevalence among the use-cases
reported in the qualitative feedback from our formative and case study surveys. These tasks also required
participants to use various external tools common in VC contexts such as screen sharing, slide presentation,
and whiteboard/collaborative brainstorming tool use. All sessions were recorded with the informed consent of
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the participants and transcribed for analysis. We averaged Likert scale responses to all surveys and participant
speaking time and researcher notes were recorded during each session. Qualitative data was analyzed by a single
member of the team for themes which appeared in the formative study, as well as novel commonalities in behavior
or themes emerging from the feedback. In this study, we embrace the approach of Yin et al. and focus on a small
group of participants, mimicking real world conditions, and a longitudinal period of time [26]. A smaller group
of participants more closely resembles real-world VC sessions and allows researchers to adequately analyze the
rich qualitative data resulting from a longer term study. The focus was on capturing richness of user interaction
and their perceptions.

5.3 Task
Before each session began, we asked for a volunteer to host. The host was responsible for facilitating session
operation without interference from researchers. We only received one volunteer to host per session. After the
host had been chosen, our research team remained with cameras and microphones off, only appearing at the end
of each session to disseminate questionnaires and schedule the next session. Each session featured a different
task which lasted approximately 60 minutes. Tasks were chosen based upon their common reporting as VC tasks
in our surveys, as well as those present in existing literature. Participants were given written documentation of
the tools operation prior to the first session, as well as a tutorial walkthrough by our researchers at the beginning
of each session.

• Day 1: Icebreaker task - participants were asked to prepare 1-3 slides introducing themselves and something
they do for fun. Participants then discussed an ice-breaker question selected by the host from a list of
common ice-breaker questions [19].

• Day 2: Essay Summary task - participants are given a short (1-3 page) essay to summarize (5 minutes)
and lead a short (10 minute) discussion. The essays were taken from the same text used in the formative
mock-classroom study discussed above.

• Day 3: Brainstorming co-design task - participants are given a design challenge and asked to work together
to brainstorm solutions. This challenge was “imagine you have to explain to an alien how a bus works. How
would you do this?” Whether to use external tools such as Whiteboard or Mirro were left to the discretion
of the host, as well as how to delegate using these tools in collaboration with the other members of their
session. Our host chose to use Whiteboard throughout the duration of the entire session.

Following each session, participants were given a brief questionnaire containing short answer and Likert Scale
questions detailing their experience with each of the tools contained in Erato, and comparing these experiences
to other VC contexts in which they had previously participated. At the conclusion of the final day, participants
were also given another questionnaire comprising a System Usability Scale (SUS) as well as qualitative questions
detailing their overall impression of the study and Erato. Following this, each participant engaged in a 45 minute
semi-structured interview with a researcher, during which time they discussed their answers to the survey and
elaborated on their experience. All exit interviews were conducted by the same researcher.

6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Participants found the system to be overall easy to learn, easy to use, and that they would use Erato frequently if
it is available (See Figure 4). Likert ratings on a scale of 1 to 5 with 1 meaning “not at all” and 5 meaning “very
much so” were comparable between participants who are DHH and non-DHH alike.
We observed that our 3 participants with DHH who participated in all 3 sessions felt more confident in their

speaking ability with each subsequent session, which they attributed to using our tool. The 2 participants who
joined for a single session were asked the same question, and we found that their result was within the standard
deviation of our 3 participants who participated in all 3 sessions’ median score reported during the first session.
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Fig. 4. 5 Point Likert Scale Response From Participants Who Are DHH to theQuestion "The Prototype Tool Made Me Feel
More Confident While Presenting. Results Reported are on a Scale of 1 to 5 with 1 meaning "not at all" and 5 meaning "very
much so".

This suggests that participant confidence may not be directly tied to specific tasks and seems to improve over
time (See Figure 5). We probed which tool elements potentially resulted in speaking confidence and report these
results below.

Participants suggested a total of 9 accommodation requests across all three sessions, 5 of which were approved.
Approved accommodation requests were maintained across all future sessions. 3 accommodation requests were
integrated into the etiquette guide during the first session, 1 during the second, and 1 during the third. All but
one accommodation request was evaluated by the host, and some were omitted due to their commonality or
overlap with other requests. Some accommodations which were requested were discussed orally before-hand by
the group as the etiquette guideline pertained to a specific social tension arising organically during the session.

6.1 Evaluation of Individual Tools
We collected Likert scale data for each tool from all participants in all 3 sessions and found that scores were
consistent and favorable across all 3 sessions during which that tool was used. This suggests that experiences
and usability of individual tools were ecologically consistent regardless of task. We unpack the qualitative data
and uses of these tools below. We present our results by grouping our tools according to their relevance to our
design goals outlined in Section 3.

6.1.1 Etiquette Guide (G1). Both DHH and non-DHH participants indicated that this tool was the most useful of
the tools supported by Erato: “Knowing everyone’s accommodations and being able to make mine known was very
helpful and empowering” (P6). One of the key features of the tool is the anonymity provided by the interface,
which ameliorates the pressure point of embarrassment we documented in our formative observational study:
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Fig. 5. Average and standard deviations for Systems Usability Scale Results Reported by Participants in our case study.
Results are on a scale of 1 to 5 with 1 meaning "not at all" and 5 meaning "very much so".

“it’s a great tool , especially for someone who may not be as comfortable asking for accommodations or doesn’t
want to interrupt or draw attention to themselves to ask for adjustments” (P8). All meeting hosts found the review
accommodation request feature easy to use, and appreciated having an opportunity to familiarize themselves
with accommodation etiquette prior to facilitating the session: “It’s a lead by example sort of process. I know ahead
of time what to do and can make sure I do what’s right” (P6). While providing the host monitoring privileges
of accommodation requests was intended to prevent potentially trolling or disruptive behavior on behalf of
bad actors, none of the participants behaved this way. Interestingly, the bell button next to each approved
accommodation request which sends a reminder of the associated etiquette to all participants in the session was
seldom used. We unpack the social dynamics resulting from this tool below in Section 6.2. Participants differed
on preferences for component location in the Erato tool window. Our initial design placed the notification center
at the top of the window, assuming that this would be an intuitive place to consolidate feedback at-a-glance.
However, all of our participants with DHH expressed a wish for the etiquette guide to be placed on top, citing that
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Table 3. Summary of accommodation requests made during the Erato case study.

Accommodation Request Session No. No. Repeat Requests
“Please look directly at camera while speaking so I can
read your lips”

1 3

“Please mute microphone when not speaking” 1 2
“Limit background noise in your environment if possible” 1 0
“Please say your name before speaking” 2 2
“Please say ‘over’ when done speaking” 3 0

this was far more useful and should be visually prioritized. “I’d like to see the notifications area and the accessibility
reminders swapped as that would be a better line of sight for those who also use captions” (P8).

6.1.2 Speaker Assistive Tools (G2). Most non-DHHparticipantsmonitored the notification center while presenting,
while DHH participants monitored individual elements, specifically the speech speed and human volume buttons.
Participants reported that they did so to overcome variable audio quality in individual speakers’ microphones. All
participants who are DHH indicated that the speech speed button was their preferred tool for both presenting and
watching other presents because adjusting speech speed had a noticeable impact on the quality of the automated
captions. Furthermore, participants found the speech and volume tools to be reassuring they were presenting
effectively, and felt more confident in their oral presentation quality as a result. Complications arose during more
discussion-based activities where it was unclear who the volume and speech speed feedback was intended to
address. Participants involved in all three sessions, however, reported that they adapted to watching the tool
more closely when they were speaking, and assumed any notifications regarding speech speed and volume were
directed at them if they appeared while they were speaking or within a small buffer of time before or after they
spoke.

6.1.3 Host Specific Tools (G3). Hosts had access to additional tools not visible to other session participants. It
is common for VC platforms to have a designated session host equipped with specific privileges and tools not
afforded other session members to ensure that session activity can be monitored. Since all of our hosts were
DHH, they did not require a reminder to turn on the captions since captions are a tool they would normally
use. Hosts found that being able to quickly view data regarding the participation of everyone in the session was
the most helpful for creating an inclusive environment for participants who are DHH. “Ensuring students are all
participating, as well as making sure people (esp of different genders, races, etc.) in meetings are all being given a
chance to be heard.” (P7). All participants with prior experience teach, in particular, remarked on the usefulness
and necessity of this tool when adapting their classrooms to VC platforms. “You can’t always see what everyone is
doing or keep track of who hasn’t spoken. . . seeing [this data] would keep students from slipping between the cracks”
(P3). While the “limit text chat” and “are people texting or speaking” pie chart were both used at least once, we
can not conclude how useful for devising intervention strategies these tools are for session hosts.

6.2 Emergent Socio-Technical Behaviors and Dynamics
Similar to behaviors documented in prior work involving reminder systems, we also observed that participants
regarded the etiquette guide once at the beginning of each session, and only returned to review the etiquette
guide when someone else was speaking to monitor their own behavior regarding accommodation requests [17].
Hosts similarly regarded the incoming accommodation requests at the beginning of the session, and wouldn’t
integrate new accommodation requests submitted during the session task. As mentioned above, 1 accommodation
request was not evaluated by the host since it was submitted close to the end of session 3, and was not seen by
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the session host. Interestingly, the “remind participants of etiquette” feature was only used twice across all three
sessions. One explanation for this could be that new behaviors were incorporated into group dynamics quickly,
and reminders were only necessary when large violations emerged, usually around single individuals. While new
accommodation requests were introduced each session, participants easily incorporated these behavior requests
into their social ecosystem and maintained these behavior changes across all future sessions. “It’s not an issue of
malice, but of ignorance. No one is actively trying to make our lives as DHH people harder. They simply don’t
know” (P7) This result suggests that creating awareness of accessibility needs in socio-technical spaces could
produce substantial behavior changes, resulting in a more inclusive social ecosystem.
We also probed participants for social responsibility assessments to understand who in the group they as-

sumed would be responsible for monitoring the etiquette guide and using the “remind participants of etiquette”
feature. Two consensus emerged from this probe: one group suggested that monitoring these behaviors was the
responsibility of those who submitted the request while the other group assumed it was the duty of the session
host. “It just felt potentially rude and judgemental, especially if the slip-up was tiny. . . I wouldn’t want someone to
feel judged for messing up” (P4) Both of these groups agreed, however, that the main reason they didn’t use the
“remind participants of etiquette” feature is because behavior changes and accommodation requests were readily
adhered to by the group across sessions.
While the accommodation request tool alleviated experiences of social awkwardness by facilitating direct

dialogue between participants with DHH, the host, and other session members, hosts experienced dilemmas
around effectively intervening based on the data reflecting individual session participation. Each of our hosts
mentioned that they noticed certain individuals who are DHH hadn’t participated in the discussion, but were
not comfortable directly calling on them to participate. We probed all participants on their comfortable being
called-on and found that most actively wanted to participate but felt they “couldn’t get in. . . the conversation was
incredibly active and I didn’t want to be rude and interrupt” (P10). This highlights a tension between the mental
model of host and participant desires for intervention provided data around individual participation.

6.3 Design Insights
While the results of our preliminary study suggest some benefit to all the tools comprising Erato, 3 tools in
particular produced the most insightful findings. We thus present these three features below as design suggestions
to inform the future development of VC platforms to be more inclusive and accessible.

6.3.1 Anonymous Accommodation Request and Communication. We demonstrated that anonymous accommoda-
tion requests not only alter behavior by bringing awareness of participants to accessible VC etiquette, but that
these behavior changes remain consistent between sessions with different tasks and require little additional effort
to maintain on behalf of hosts and participants with disabilities. It is our recommendation that these tools for
anonymous accommodation request be integrated into existing VC platforms to further streamline the accessible
and inclusive social interactions they afford, as well as address other accessibility and discriminatory concerns.

As noted in prior work, the embarrassment of making accommodation requests is mitigated in larger groups
where anonymity of the person making the request is shielded by the size of the group [56]. However this may not
remain true in groups with only a single person with accessibility needs. While making accommodation requests is
an anonymous process, the session participants anonymity is removed if they are the only person with accessibility
needs in the group.While our groups were large enough to provide some anonymity, we noted strategies emerging
that could protect the identity of the person with accessibility needs if they were the only participant with
accessibility needs in the session. We noted in our case study that both DHH and non-DHH participants made
accommodation requests. On day 2 and day 3, non-DHH participants made repeat accommodation requests the
noted on the first day. In addition, "please mute your microphone" was an accommodation request made by both
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DHH and non-DHH participants simultaneously. The instructor as well made accommodation requests on behalf
of students.

6.3.2 Gender Equality and Accessibility Beyond DHH. We initially designed our tool to focus on ameliorating
the accessibility limitations of speakers with DHH with a long-term vision of adapting these tools to assist and
support people with other disabilities. Surprisingly, p3 brought to our attention that one benefit of visualizing
individual participation was the potential for attenuating disparity and discrimination based on gender. “I wish
this was required on all platforms because anytime women speak for more than 30% of any meeting discussion,
men think that women are dominating the conversation” (P3). We probed this idea with other participants who
identified as women and found that all had similar experiences of feeling discriminated against when speaking
during VC sessions. “It happens all the time [in the physical spaces] and you just get used to it or don’t notice
it. . . having cold data makes it hard to dismiss and inexcusable.” (P3). For this reason, we suggest incorporating this
tool into future design of VC platforms to highlight and potentially address the discrimination experienced by
minorities when participating in VC spaces. Such a tool is helpful beyond accessibility for people who are DHH.
“For accessibility, diversity, and feminism, we must adopt this tool into widespread use” (P3).

6.3.3 Human to Human Feedback. While our Speech Speed Meter and Volume Meter used automated feedback
evident in other speech feedback tools, the frequent attenuation to the Human Volume Button and Speak
Faster/Slower Buttons indicates that fully automated feedback is not enough. “I would use this immediately. I
really wish I had this for church sermons. I attend church online and I would love to be able to discreetly tell the
speaker to slow down so I can read their lips. They talk so fast I get lost. Even the captions get scrambled.” (P6). While
automated tools for providing real-time feedback on participant volume and speed are a helpful baseline for
producing more confident speakers, the specific needs of individuals observing the speaker vary. Providing a
means of direct human-to-human feedback such as the Human Volume Button and Speak Faster/Slower Button
ensure that the individual and subjective needs of the audience are attenuated. Supporting the individual needs
of participants could broaden the inclusivity of VC platforms.

7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This work explored the usability and effectiveness of a suite of VC tools to support speakers who are DHH,
provide valuable data to session hosts regarding participation, and broaden the inclusivity of VC platforms by
encouraging inclusive social etiquette. While our initial results show the promise of how incorporating such
tools can improve the accessibility and inclusivity of VC sessions across 3 common tasks, we uncovered several
opportunities for future work and investigation into how these platforms can be made more equitable.

7.1 Mitigating Bad Actors and Potential System Conflicts
Our study made the assumption that all participants would act in good faith when interacting with the system, and
not abuse the tools or intentionally stress the system. While some design choices were made to directly mitigate
potential issues (e.g. requiring the session host to approve accommodation requests) other opportunities for
abuse are evident in the system. The human volume and speech speed buttons, for example, could be repeatedly
pressed by a bad actor to intentionally frustrate the speaker. One way to prevent these potential issues would
be to limit how frequently a user could press these buttons, possibly locking these features if persistent use is
deemed abusive. Another approach could be to give additional controls to the session host for locking the tools of
specific users, similar to a session hosts ability to mute microphones for participants. Still, even if acting in good
faith, disagreements on ideal volume levels or speech speed may emerge from interacting with the system, and
these struggles may prove disruptive for the participants. One potential solution to mitigating this problem is
devise heuristics that detect potential disagreements, and provide individual suggestions for users based on their
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system state such as "please increase your volume" if the user’s volume is turned down low, or "please follow
along with this transcript" if the disagreement involves speech speed. While these disagreements did not emerge
during our study, examining solutions to these conflicts would be an ample avenue for future work.

7.2 Embarrassment and Plurality
We also noted in our discussion above to the limitations of anonymity afforded by the accommodation request
feature. In groups where only one person has a known disability, the systems ability to minimize the potential
embarrassment or discomfort evoked by making accommodation requests might be diminished. While we noted
several emergent strategies that may mitigate these concerns, future work will explore how a greater plurality of
representative abilities may affect the experience of users. While Erato focused on supporting participants who
are DHH, future work will explore how other abilities can be supported using a similar system. Supporting a
wider set of system supported abilities could help further mitigate the embarrassment or discomfort evoked by
making accommodation requests by increasing the likelihoods of a plurality of represented abilities, and thus
decreasing the likelihood that a single individual would be making requests. Additional work into eliminating
embarrassment altogether remains the subject of future investigations.

7.3 Meeting Session Size and Scope
While we found compelling evidence that integrating tools comprising Erato into existing VC systems increases
the confidence of speakers who are DHH as well as broadens the inclusivity and accessibility of VC platforms,
these findings are confined to small discussion based groups. Many education and professional use-cases require
large VC group meetings, and how the tools present in Erato would scale to such sessions is outside the scope of
this initial investigation. Our formative study, for example, documented tensions regarding the cognitive load
incurred by a participant with DHH switching from reading captions to reading chat occurring in the text field.
This phenomenon was not evident in our case study, and we do not have sufficient evidence to suggest that our
tool in its current form resolved this tension. Future work will investigate how the tools comprising Erato scale
to large group VC contexts, and how the scale of these gatherings affect the behaviors documented in our initial
investigations.

7.4 Extension to ASL Signers
This work focused on users who are DHH that may not know ASL or have access to an interpreter. While
considerable prior research exists exploring how to incorporate ASL signing into VC presentations, it remains an
open problem. The method proposed in this work could be extended to incorporate the needs of ASL signers,
as they could benefit from our approach. One avenue for future research in this domain could be to extend our
experiment to incorporate signers and determine their usability by employing the ASL-SUS [28]. The intricacies
and needs of this user-group are significant and nuanced, thus necessitating their own study, which we intend as
future work.

7.5 Session Host Tools
Our tool suite was designed primarily to support DHH speakers, and we prototyped several new features for
session hosts contributing to this goal. Session host tools were informed by prior literature as well as qualitative
feedback form an experienced VC instructor, and additional feedback was provided by 3 session participants
using Erato’s session host tools in our case study. While the initial feedback on these tools is promising, the
results are limited by the small number of participants contributing feedback to the tools design. Future work
will explicitly focus on improving tools for session hosts who are DHH to support their capacity to effectively
facilitate VC session tasks.
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7.6 Personalizing Feedback for Discussions
As demonstrated in our user study, individuating the intended recipient of specific real-time feedback becomes
difficult during discussions involving quick exchanges of speakers. This produces difficulties in not only under-
standing who individual pieces of feedback are the intended audience, but also which feedback is meant to be
attenuated by the current speaker. One possibility would be to leverage the captions transcript as a source of
individuation since current captioning systems are already able to distinguish between individual participants.
Clicking a button on one of Erato’s tools and dragging to the name of a specific user intended to receive the
feedback triggered by that button could ensure that the right feedback is attenuated by the right person, even in
rapid exchanges. Examining methods for individuating this sort of feedback is the topic of future work.

7.7 Communal Agglomeration of Accessibility Etiquette Taxonomy
One benefit of Erato’s accommodation request system is that it maintains a library of previously approved
accommodation requests, and preserves them across sessions. Similar to the approach proposed in prior work
[17], sufficient dissemination of Erato could lead to two beneficiary outcomes. First, broader knowledge and
awareness of accessible etiquette guidelines could be brought to the attention of diverse target end-users of VC
platforms. This alone could greatly improve the accessibility of VC sessions and support long-term behavior
change to make socio-technical dynamics more inclusive. Second, prolonged use of Erato by diverse users could
over-time agglomerate a taxonomy of accessible etiquette guidelines, formalizing and communally aggregating
behaviors which make VC platforms more accessible. While prior literature has documented some etiquette that
could improve VC communication, our proposed approach could over-time create a large scale collection of
accessible etiquette [38]. Monitoring and creating a consensus on these guidelines presents an interesting set of
challenges which would be an ample topic for further discovery.

8 CONCLUSION
While current VC systems are more accessible for various use-cases than physical environments for DHH users,
they still mimic several forms of oppressive and discriminatory behavior evident in physical spaces. Addressing
these concerns requires systems which can agglomerate and disseminate information regarding inclusive etiquette
when participating in social activities mediated by socio-technical systems. We presented Erato, a tool suite
comprised several existing tools evident in VC platforms as well as several new tools developed specifically to
address the needs expressed by participants with DHH in our formative study. While all of these tools provide a
modicum of assistance in improving the accessibility of VC platforms and supporting people with DHH when
speaking during VC activities, 3 tools in particular show great promise. 1) A system enabling direct and anonymous
communication of accessibility accommodation requests, monitored by the session host, and disseminated to all
session participants, 2) A data-driven tool to allow hosts to monitor individual participation of session members
as well as quickly understand who most recently spoke, and 3) A method for complementing automated speech
speed and spoken volume that allows human-to-human communication of subject speech speed and volume needs.
Our formative and case studies demonstrate that these three tools broaden the inclusivity and accessibility of VC
sessions for 3 common tasks conducted on VC platforms. Furthermore, qualitative feedback from participants
suggests that the applicability of ameliorating discrimination experienced by minorities in VC social spaces
extends beyond people who are DHH to people with other disabilities as well women and gender minorities. For
these reasons and others mentioned in our study results, we encourage the consideration and adoption of these
tools into the design of future VC platforms.
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A APPENDIX: QUESTIONNAIRES FROM USER STUDIES
To help with replication and future comparisons, we have included our surveys and questionnaires from our
studies below.

A.1 Accessible Remote Video Conferencing Survey
This survey was used for collecting general responses to experiences using remote video conferencing
software.
1. What is your age?
2. What is your gender identity?
3. What is your occupation?
4. Are you Deaf or Hard of Hearing?
5. How would you describe any disabilities you may have?
6. Do you have experience with remote video conferencing software such as Zoom or Teams?
7. What are some examples of times you have used video conferencing systems in the past? Please list as many

as you can.
8. Describe some of the barriers or pressure points you experience during remote video conferencing sessions?
9. What are the best features of remote video conferencing environments? (e.g. Taking meetings from any-

where, less background noise, etc.) Do you use any accessibility tools during in-person lectures, meetings, or
presentations?
10. If so, what are they and are they provided by you, your employer, or someone else?
11. Where do you typically take your remote video conferences?
12. What sort of difficulties do you face when giving presentations in remote conferencing environments?
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13. Please compare your experience giving presentations or talking in remote environments versus physical
environments.
14. I am able to customize remote video conferencing environments to suit my needs.
15. How well did the remote environment meet your accessibility needs without further customization?
16. I feel confident presenting or giving a lecture in remote video conferencing environments
17. I feel confident talking or socializing in remote video conferencing environments
18. I feel confident brainstorming in remote video conferences
19. I feel confident presenting in physical environments
20. I find it easier to present in remote video conferencing environments than physical environments
21. Please explain your answer to the previous question in detail I am able to communicate effectively in

remote video conferencing environments.
22. I am able to communicate effectively in in-person presentation environments.
23. I am able to focus effectively during remote video conferencing sessions.
24. I am able to focus effectively during in-person presentation sessions.
25. I am comfortable communicating with meeting hosts to request accommodations for remote video confer-

ences.
26. I am comfortable communicating with meeting hosts to request accommodations for in-person meetings or

conferences.
27. Would you be willing to participate in a follow-up interview to this questionnaire? All follow-up interview

participants will be compensated for their participation in the interviews scheduled at their convenience.

A.2 Mock Classroom StudyQuestionnaire
This questionnaire was given after each presenter during the mock classroom formative study.

1. Please enter your participant ID
2. Please enter the discussion section number (1-6) meaning which speaker just finished speaking?
3.What elements of the classroom interface do you find helpful for supporting and sustaining your engagement?
4. What elements of the classroom interface create tension or pressure points which makes remaining engaged

in the classroom discussion or presentation difficult?
5. Please indicate from 1 to 5 with 1 meaning "not at all" and 5 meaning "very much so" how engaged you felt

during this section
6. Please indicate from 1 to 5 with 1 meaning "not at all" and 5 meaning "very much so" how much of the

material from the presentation and discussion you feel you retained.

A.3 Use-Case StudyQuestionairre
The following questionnaire was given during the use-case study described in Section 5.

1. Did you present or participate in today’s session?
2. How do you feel you performed overall during your presentation?
3. Could you comment on your overall experience using the prototype tool?
4. Did you use the prototype tool while presenting? Which elements of the prototype tool did you use while

presenting? (If you did not use the tool, just put "NA")
5. Which elements of the prototype tool did you use while other participants were presenting? (If you did not

use the tool, just put "NA")
6. Could you please compare your experience using the prototype tool today versus previous experiences

without the tool?
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6. Please rank the following elements of the prototype in order from "most useful" to "least useful". If you didn’t
use a specific element of the prototype, select "NA". [Accessibility Accommodation Request] [Etiquette Guide]
[Report Etiquette Violation] [Speach Volume Meter] [Speak Louder/Quieter Buttons] [Speech Speed Meter]
[Speak Quicker/Slower Buttons] [Headphone Playback] [Ensure Captions Toggle] [Limit Text Chat Toggle] [Who
Spoke Last Dashboard] [Text vs Spoken Chat Pie Chart]
7. Please explain your above answer
8. Please rate the following features of the prototype on a scale from 1 to 5 where 1 indicates "not at all useful"

and 5 indicates "very useful"
9. Accessibility Accommodation Request - at the bottom of the chrome extension where requests for accommo-

dation could be entered to become part of the etiquette guide [Rating]
10. Please explain your rankings in the above question.
11. Etiquette Guide - The list of accommodation requests submitted by members of the session [Rating]
12. Please explain your rankings in the above question.
13. Etiquette Reminder Alert - The ability for session participants to remind members of the session to be

mindful of accommodation requests listed in the etiquette guide by pressing the bell button. [Rating]
14. Please explain your rankings in the above question.
15. Speech Volume Meter - Volume meter at top of chrome extension that provides feedback to the speaker

regarding their speech volume [Rating]
16. Please explain your rankings in the above question.
17. Speech Rate Meter - Meter at top of chrome extension that provides feedback to the speaker regarding

their speech speed [Rating]
18. Please explain your rankings in the above question.
19. Speak Louder/ Quieter Buttons - Buttons beneath volume meter to allow participants to suggest that the

person speaking should speak louder [Rating]
20. Please explain your rankings in the above question.
21. Speak Quicker/ Slower Buttons - Buttons beneath volume meter to allow participants to suggest that the

person speaking should speak slower or quicker [Rating]
22. Please explain your rankings in the above question.
23. Headphone Playback - Toggle switch which plays audio back through headphones [Rating]
24. Please explain your rankings in the above question.
25. Ensure Captions Toggle - Toggle switch to remind the host and session participants to turn on captions

[Rating]
26. Please explain your rankings in the above question.
27. Limit Text Chat Toggle - Toggle switch that reminds session participants to keep text chat to a minimum

[Rating]
28. Please explain your rankings in the above question.
29. (Host) Who Spoke Last Dashboard - Lists all session participants indicating who spoke last and how much

time each participant has spoken during the session [Rating]
30. Please explain your rankings in the above question.
31. (Host) Text vs Spoke Chat Pie Chart - Pie chart demonstrating how much chatting has occurred via text

in the chat window versus spoken chat in the meeting room [Rating] Please explain your above answer I am
confident I presented well today [Answer]
32. The prototype tool was helpful while I was speaking [Answer]
33. The prototype tool helped me be aware of the needs of other people in my session [Answer]
34. Other people presenting during my session spoke confidently, clearly and well [Answer]
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35. I used the "report" feature to encourage other participants in the session to adhere to the etiquette guide
[Answer]
36. The prototype tool was difficult to use [Answer]
37. The prototype tool was overly complicated [Answer]
38. I had difficulty learning to use the prototype tool [Answer]
39. I was overwhelmed by the number of notifications provided by the prototype tool [Answer]
40. The prototype tool was distracting [Answer]
41. The prototype tool made me feel more confident while presenting [Answer]
42. The prototype tool helped make the session more inclusive for everyone [Answer]
43. I would use the prototype tool in future video conferencing sessions. [Answer]
44. Is there anything else you would like to tell us about your experience using the tool today?

B APPENDIX: COMMERCIAL VC ANALYSIS
Here we collect results of the commercial VC platform analysis we describe in Section 3.

Table 4. Benefits and pain points of Microsoft Teams as described by DHH/HoH survey and interview participants in
Formative Study (See Section 3).

Pros Cons
Make a written record of your meeting Captioning is a little obscure to find
Captioning seemed more accurate than Meet and
Zoom

Accessibility tools not on main menu bar (requries
searching)

Can add interpreters to meetings Mobile apps for Teams have limited capabilites
Captions can distinguish between speakers very well Person sharing screen cannot see captions
Captions can catch when rapidly switching between
speakers

No visual representation of speakers volume

Caption size is bigger Zoom Unless you are a paying (subscription) Teams member,
you do not get captions (financial inaccessibility)

Name of person listed in transcript and captions Caption speed not adjustable
Caption size adjustable Captions not visible in breakout rooms
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Table 5. Additional benefits and pain points of Zoom compared to Teams and Meet as described by DHH/HoH survey and
interview participants in Formative Study (See Section 3).

Pros Cons
Has captioning and captioning is a free service Breakout rooms do not have captions
Pop up message notifies speaker that mic is muted Transcripts not available for breakout rooms
Allows third-party captioning (which can be better than
the built-in standard captioning) but these services often
require additional fees

For HoH participants, it is difficult to tell whether the
headphones aren’t working or people are speaking low

Supports having a live transcriber who types what is
being said

Captions are very inaccurate (worse than both Meet and
Teams)

Captions displayed while sharing screen (this feature is
not evident in Meet nor Teams)

Captions disappear when using direct message feature
on mobile devices

Create a live transcription Live transcripts are slow to produce and very inaccurate
Visually displays volume of person speaking Captions often confuse who is speaking and are unable

to detect when the speaker switches rapidly
Direct messaging supported if enabled by meeting host Captions display filler words
Font size of captions is adjustable Captions do not adjust to screen size
Captions can detect and display a person speaking while
sharing a video via screen sharing

When speaker shares a video via screen sharing, their
audio is significantly reduced while other meeting partic-
ipants can still speak at full volume

Table 6. Benefits and pain points of Google Meet as described by DHH/HoH survey and interview participants in Formative
Study (See Section 3).

Pros Cons
Has captioning and switching between captioning lan-
guages is a free service

Non-English captions are slower and far more inaccurate
than English captions

Text is bigger than Zoom Captions are slightly inaccurate
Camera quality is better than Teams and Zoom Lacks transcript capabilities
Can add Chrome extensions to extend capabilities of Meet Caption speed cannot be adjusted
Lists the name of person speaking in captions Participants cannot be directly messaged
Captions can detect quick switching between speakers Unless you are a paying (subscription) Teams member,

you do not get captions (financial inaccessibility)
Adjusts screen to fit the captions onscreen The person sharing the screen can’t see the captions
Captions also available in breakout rooms No visual indication of spoken volume
Captions can detect and display when two participants
speak at the same time

Captions are only displayed on the tab of theMeet session
and are not displayed on other tabs nor while sharing
screen

Captions are robust to background noise and music Captions not displayed when using whiteboard function
or other tools and chrome extensions

Captions can detect and display audio from video shared
via screen sharing

Does not caption laughter nor ambient sounds
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C APPENDIX: FULL FORMATIVE STUDY PARTICIPANT TABLE

Table 7. Description of participants in formative studies. Fields noted as N/A indicate participant declined to answer this
survey question. An abbreviated version of this table containing only participants included in the live study was described in
Section 3.

Participant
Number

Self-Described Disability Age Gender Identity Occupation Study Participation
Portion

FP1 Progressive hearing loss 20 Cis-Man Student Survey, Interview,
Live Study

FP2 ADHD 21 Demi-Male Student Survey, Interview,
Live Study

FP2 ASD 26 Cis-Woman Student Survey, Interview,
Live Study

FP4 * None N/A Cis-Woman University In-
structor

Survey, Interview,
Live Study

FP5 bilateral hard of hearing
since birth, low vision

36 Cis-Man Student Survey, Interview,
Live Study

FP6 None 19 Cis-Man Student Survey
FP7 None 30 Trans-Man Graduate Stu-

dent
Survey

FP8 partial vision, low vision 28 Cis-Man Unemployed Survey
FP9 None 19 Cis-Woman Student Survey
FP10 bilateral hearing loss 28 Cis-Woman Administration Survey, Interview
FP11 None 32 Cis-Man Vocalist Survey
FP12 None 20 Cis-Man Student Survey
FP13 None 29 Trans-Woman Lecturer Survey
FP14 None 28 Cis-Woman Teacher Survey
FP15 legally blind 31 Cis-Man Unemployed Survey, Interview
FP16 ADHD 20 Cis-Man Student Survey, Interview
FP17 Hard of Hearing and

ADHD
36 Cis-Man Administration Survey, Interview

FP18 ADHD and Dyslexia 26 Cis-Woman Student Survey, Interview
FP19 None 19 Cis-Woman Student Survey
FP20 ASD 27 Cis-Man Analyst Survey, Interview
FP21 None 19 Cis-Woman Student Survey
FP22 None 22 Cis-Man Food Service Survey
FP23 None 26 Cis-Man UX Design Survey
FP24 Hard of Hearing and

ASD
44 Cis-Woman Unemployed Survey, Interview

FP25 deaf 23 Two Spirit Student Survey, Interview
FP26 deaf and immunocom-

promised by chronic
heart condition

18 Cis-Woman Student Survey, Interview
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